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3 Education 

Naming academic subjects I Verbs. nouns and adjectives associated with academic study I 

Choosing the correct part of speech 

Vocabulary 

Academic subjects: 

• archaeology also archeology
UNCOUNTABLE NOUN Archaeology is the
study of the societies and peoples of the past
by examining the remains of their buildings,
tools, and other objects. • an archaeology
professor at Florida State University

• astronomy
UNCOUNTABLE NOUN Astronomy is the
scientific study of the stars, planets, and
other natural objects in space. • a 10-day
astronomy mission

• economics
UNCOUNTABLE NOUN Economics is the
study of the way in which money, industry,
and trade are organized in a society.
• He gained a first class Honours degree
in economics. • having previously studied
economics and fine art

• geology
UNCOUNTABLE NOUN Geology is the
study of the Earth's structure, surface, and
origins. • He was visiting professor of geology
at the University of Jordan.

• linguistics
UNCOUNTABLE NOUN Linguistics is the
study of the way in which language works.
• Modern linguistics emerged as a distinct
field in the nineteenth century.

• psychology
UNCOUNTABLE NOUN Psychology is the
scientific study of the human mind and the
reasons for people's behaviour.• Professor
of Psychology at Bedford College • research in
educational psychology
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• sociology
UNCOUNTABLE NOUN Sociology is the
study of society or of the way society is
organized.• a sociology professor at the
University of North Carolina • a treatise on
the sociology of religion

Academic activities: 

• analyse (analyses, analysing, analysed)
VERB If you analyse something, you consider
it carefully or use statistical methods in
order to fully understand it. [US analyze]
• McCarthy was asked to analyse the data
from the first phase of trials of the vaccine.
• [ + what] This book teaches you how to
analyse what is causing the stress in your life.

• claim (claims, claiming, claimed)
VERB If you say that someone claims that
something is true, you mean they say that it is
true but you are not sure whether or not they
are telling the truth. • [+ that] He claimed that
it was all a conspiracy against him. • [ + to-inf]
A man claiming to be a journalist threatened to
reveal details about her private life. • He claims
a 70 to 80 per cent success rate.

• define (defines, defining, defined)
VERB If you define a word or expression,
you explain its meaning, for example in a
dictionary.•[+ as] Collins English Dictionary
defines a workaholic as a person obsessively
addicted to work'.

• evaluate (evaluates, evaluating, evaluated)
VERB If you evaluate something or
someone, you consider them in order to
make a judgment about them, for example
about how good or bad they are. • They will



first send in trained nurses to evaluate the 
needs of the individual situation. • The market 
situation is difficult to evaluate. • [ + how] we 
evaluate how well we do something 

• investigate (investigates, investigating,
investigated)
VERB If you investigate something, you
study or examine it carefully to find out
the truth about it. • Research in Oxford is
now investigating a possible link between
endometriosis and the immune system.
• [ + how] Police are still investigating how the
accident happened.

Nouns associated with research: 

• evidence
UNCOUNTABLE NOUN Evidence is anything
that you see, experience, read, or are told that
causes you to believe that something is true

Practice exercises 

Unit 3 

or has really happened. • [+ of/for] a report 
on the scientific evidence for global warming 
• [+ that] There is a lot of evidence that stress
is partly responsible for disease. • [+ to-inf] To
date there is no evidence to support this theory.

• hypothesis (hypotheses)
NOUN A hypothesis is an idea which is
suggested as a possible explanation for a
particular situation or condition. but which
has not yet been proved to be correct.
[FORMAL]• Work will now begin to test the
hypothesis in rats. • Different hypotheses have
been put forward to explain why these foods
are more likely to cause problems.

• theory (theories)
NOUN A theory is a formal idea or set of
ideas that is intended to explain something.
• [ + of] Einstein formulated the Theory of
Relativity in 1905.

Exam tip: Words for academic subjects can have many different endings, but these are 
common. 

-ics: statistics -logy: biology -y: philosophy

Learn to recognize these. 

1 Complete words 1-7 below with the ending -ics, -logy, or -y to form the names of 
subjects. Then match them to the topics of study a-g. 

1 archaeo a the human mind 

2 astronom b people of the past 

3 econom C society 

' geo d money, industry and trade 

5 linguist e the Earth

6 psycho f how language works 

7 socio g stars and planets 

Exam tip: Words for naming people by their occupations often end in -er.

Examples: teacher/farmer/miner 

Words for naming people who study academic subjects for a living usually end in -ist. 

Examples: biologist/physicist 

Learn to recognize these. 
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2 Choose the correct words for academic subjects and the people who study them to 
complete sentences 1-7. 

1 An _____ at the Royal Observatory has discovered a new moon in our solar system. 

2 She wanted to understand why people feel, think, and behave in certain ways, so she 
decided to do a degree in ____ _ 

3 _____ is the study of language in general, not any particular language such as 
French or Mandarin. 

4 The government's predictions for economic growth and inflation were not endorsed by 
leading ____ _ 

5 Students from the department of _____ spent the weekend studying rock 
formations off the coast of Scotland. 

6 Graduates in _____ often take jobs which involve analysing data and formulating 
social policy. 

7 _____ were called in to investigate the Iron Age tools discovered on the building site. 

j Exam tip: When writing in the I EL TS exam you need to use not only the right words but 
: also the right parts of speech, for example: 

Thompson and her colleagues analyse {verb/ the samples using the antibody test. 
The main results of the analysis {noun} are summarized below. 
I have an analytical {adiective/ approach to every survey. 

When you learn a new word, learn its associated parts of speech. 

3 The words in the table are commonly linked to academic study. Use your dictionary to 
r.nmnl PtP thP t::.hl p. 

verb noun adjective 

claim X 

definition X 

evaluate 

investigation 

X evidence 

hypothesis 

theoretical 

4 Choose the correct part of speech from the words in italics for sentences 1-6. 

1 When giving a presentation, it is important to define/definition key terms. 
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2 An effective essay is not just descriptive but also evaluation/evaluative. 

3 It is important to investigate/investigation the causes of inequality. 

4 It is now evidence/evident that stress contributes to disease. 

5 Most scientific research begins with a hypothesize/hypothesis. 

6 There is no theory/theoretical model to explain the impact of inflation on economic growth. 
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Unit 3 

5 Choose words from the table in Exercise 3 to complete the sentences 1-5. 

1 In academic discussions, it is important to _____ arguments for their strengths 
and weaknesses. 

2 It would be difficult to design a scientific experiment to test the _____ that multiple 
time dimensions exist. 

3 To date there is no _____ to support this theory. 

4 After Lengthy , they were still unable to identify the source of the leak. 

5 There is no general agreement on a standard _____ of the term "intelligence·. 

Exam practice: Writing Task 2 

Below is a student's answer to an IELTS Writing Task 2. in which candidates are required to write 
a 250 word essay on a given topic. Complete the essay with words from the unit. There may be 
more than one correct answer. Hint: make sure you choose the correct part of speech. 

WRITING TASK 2 

Write about the following topic: 

Is there any value in studying academic subjects that are not ·useful' in terms of generating 
wealth for the country? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge or 
experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

Many people these days ( 1) ____ that a useful education is one that prepares graduates for 
occupations that create wealth. However, when we (2) ____ the usefulness of an academic 
subject we should think carefully about how we (3) ____ the term ·useful". In this essay, I argue 
that many academic subjects that do not directly generate great wealth can still be very useful. 

Some subjects can be useful because they create knowledge that can be applied in related fields. 
(4) ----, for example, study the way Language works. Their (5) ____ can be used to
create more effective methods of language teaching. Improved international communication can
result in better trading relations, which can in turn generate wealth. (61 ____ (7J ___ _
the lives of people in the past through their artifacts. Many of these will be displayed in museums.
which can attract tourists who generate income for hoteliers, restaurants and so on.

Many academic subjects can also be ·useful' in terms of contributing to people·s quality of 
life. Some people pursue hobbies in fields such as (8) ____ in order to have a better 
understanding of the planet we live on: Others with an interest in stars and planets may become 
amateur [9) ----· Curiosity is an important human trait, and many academic subjects 
allow people to satisfy this need. 

In short, there is little (10) ____ that simply educating people to be efficient workers 
makes them happier or richer in the broader sense. Human curiosity and the unpredictable 
nature of knowledge creation mean that a variety of academic disciplines should be valued. 

Now complete the essay in your own words. 
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4 Adventure 

Verbs and nouns associated with travel and adventure I Getting word stress right I 

Choosing vocabulary to express yourself precisely 

Vocabulary 

Verbs associated with travel and 

adventure: 

• accompany (accompanies, accompanying,
accompanied)
VERB If you accompany someone, you go
somewhere with them. [FORMAL] • Ken
agreed to accompany me on a trip to Africa.
• The Prime Minister, accompanied by the
governor, led the President up to the house.

• encounter (encounters, encountering,
encountered)
VERB If you encounter problems or
difficulties, you experience them. •Everyday
of our lives we encounter stresses of one kind or
another. • Environmental problems they found in
Poland were among the worst they encountered.

• overcome (overcomes, overcoming,
overcame)

VERB If you overcome a problem or a
feeling, you successfully deal with it and
control it. • Molly had fought and overcome
her fear of flying. • One way of helping
children to overcome shyness is to boost their
self-confidence.

• reschedule (reschedules, rescheduling,
rescheduled)
VERB If someone reschedules an event,
they change the time at which it is supposed
to happen. • Since 1·11 be away, /'d like to
reschedule the meeting. • [ + for] They've
rescheduled the opening for February 14th.

• seek (seeks, seeking, sought)
VERB If you seek something, you try to find
it or obtain it. [FORMAL] • Four people who
sought refuge in the Italian embassy have left
voluntarily. • [ + for] Candidates are urgently
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sought for the post of Conservative Party 
chairman. • Always seek professional legal 
advice before entering into any agreement. 
• [+ from] The couple have sought help from
marriage guidance counsellors.

• venture (ventures, venturing, ventured)
VERB If you venture somewhere, you go
somewhere that might be dangerous.
[LITERARY] • People are afraid to venture out
for fear of sniper attacks.

Nouns associated with travel and 

adventure: 

• challenge (challenges)
NOUN A challenge is something new and
difficult which requires great effort and
determination. • I like a big challenge and
they don ·t come much bigger than this. • The
new government's first challenge is the
economy.

• destination (destinations)
NOUN The destination of someone or
something is the place to which they are going
or being sent. • Spain is still our most popular
holiday destination. • Only half of the emergency
supplies have reached their destination.

• itinerary (itineraries)
NOUN An itinerary is a plan of a journey,
including the route and the places that you
will visit. • The next place on our itinerary was
Silistra.

• journey (journeys)
NOUN When you make a journey, you travel
from one place to another. • ( + to 1 There is
an express service from Paris which completes
the journey to Bordeaux in under 4 hours.



Adjectives to describe experiences: 

• dreary

ADJECTIVE If you describe something
as dreary, you mean that it is dull and
depressing. • a dreary little town in the

Midwest

• intense
ADJECTIVE Intense is used to describe
something that is very great or extreme in
strength or degree. • He was sweating from

the intense heat. • His threats become more

intense, agitated, and frequent.

• pivotal

ADJECTIVE A pivotal role, point, or figure in
something is one that is very important and
affects the success of that thing. • The Court

Practice exercises 

Unit 4 

of Appeal has a pivotal role in the English 

Legal system. • The elections may prove to be 

pivotal in Colombia ·s political history. 

• profound

ADJECTIVE You use profound to emphasize

that something is very great or intense.
• discoveries which had a profound effect on

many areas of medicine • The overwhelming

feeling is just deep, profound shock and

anger. • Anna ·s patriotism was profound.

• valuable

ADJECTIVE If you describe something or 
someone as valuable, you mean that they
are very useful and helpful. • Many of our

teachers also have valuable academic links

with Heidelberg University. • The experience

was very valuable.

Listen to speakers 1-6 describing their adventures. Indicate which of the verbs a-g each 
speaker uses by writing a letter in the spaces below: 

a accompany Speaker 1 

b reschedule Speaker 2 

C venture Speaker 3 

d encounter Speaker 4 

e overcome Speaker 5 

f seek Speaker 6 

Exam tip: You can improve your mark in the IEL TS Speaking exam if you learn to 
pronounce words correctly. 

For multi-syllable words it is important to get the stress pattern right. 

When you learn a new word, learn which syllable is pronounced most strongly. 

Listen again to speakers 1-6 in Exercise 1. Underline the stressed syllable of each key 
verb a-f. Practise saying the words out loud. 

Adventure 19 



Exam tip: In the IELTS Speaking exam you need to show that you have a broad 
vocabulary. 

In English there are many words that have the same general meaning; however, they 
may have subtly different definitions. 

Example: challenge and obstacle can both refer to a difficulty. However, if you use the 
word challenge, you imply that you may be able to overcome the difficulty. If you use 
obstacle, you imply that the difficulty is harder to overcome. 

Learn to distinguish these subtle differences of meaning to express yourself precisely. 

2 Look at these pairs of words with similar meanings. Complete the sentence pairs 1-8 

with words from the table. 

20 

itinerary journey 
encounter meet 
pivotal significant 
seek look for 
intense profound 
dreary dull 
valuable priceless 
destination goal 

1 a You can use the expression ____ if you are trying to find something. 

b ____ is a more formal word that you can use if you are trying to find something 
that is quite important, a job for example. 

2 a If something is----, it is boring and depressing. 

b If something is----, it is not interesting or exciting . 

., a Your ____ is the place that you hope to reach. 

b Your ___ is something that you hope to achieve. 

' a If you ___ someone, you may come across them unexpectedly or because you 
have arranged to get together. 

b If you ____ someone, you come across them, usually unexpectedly. 

5 a When you make a----, you travel from one place to another. 

b An ____ is the plan you make before you travel. 

6 a If something is----, it is very meaningful and may affect the way you think and feel. 

b If something is ____ , it is extreme in strength or degree. 

7 a A ___ role, point or figure in something is one that is important. 

b A ____ role, point or figure in something is one that is very important and 
affects the success of that thing. 

8 a If something is----, it is very useful and/or worth a lot of money. 

b If something is , it is extremely useful and/or worth a great deal of money. 

Vocabulary for IEL TS 



• undisputed

Unit 19 

Adverbs describing degree of certainty: 
ADJECTIVE If you describe a fact or an
opinion as undisputed, you are trying to
persuade someone that it is generally
accepted as true or correct. • the undisputed
fact that he had broken the law • his
undisputed genius

Adverbs describing quantity and 

degree: 

• marginally

ADVERB Marginally means to only a small
extent. • Sales last year were marginally
higher than in 1991. • The Christian
Democrats did marginally worse than
expected. • These cameras have increased
only marginally in value over the past decade.

• seldom

• ostensibly
ADVERB If something is ostensibly true,
it seems to be true, but you or other
people have doubts about it. • ostensibly
independent organisations

• reportedly

ADVERB If you say that something is
reportedly true, you mean that someone
has said that it is true, but you have no
direct evidence of it. [FORMAL] • More
than two hundred people have reportedly
been killed in the past week's fighting. •

Now Moscow has reportedly agreed that the
sale can go ahead. • General Breymann had
been shot dead, reportedly by one of his own
men.

• seeminglyADVERB If something seldom happens, it
happens only occasionally. • They seldom
speak. • Hypertension can be controlled
but seldom cured. • The fines were seldom
sufficient to force any permanent change.

ADVERB You use seemingly when you want
to say that something seems to be true. • He
moved to Spain, seemingly to enjoy a slower
style of life.

Practice exercises 

Exam tip: In the IEL TS Writing exam you can use words such as vast and marginally to 
present facts, figures or trends effectively. 

Some adjectives and adverbs convey the idea of 'big', ·very· or ·a lot'. 

Example: Vast amounts of money have been spent on IT projects that have proved unworkable. 

Other adjectives and adverbs convey the idea of 'small' or ·a little'. . 

Example: The percentage of students studying science and engineering was marginally 
higher last year than it has been in the previous ten years. 

1 For each sentence 1-5 circle the words in bold which are similar in meaning to big or a lot 
of. Underline the words in bold which are similar in meaning to small.

1 There is abundant evidence that wearing a seatbelt reduces the risk of serious injury 
from automobile accidents. 

2 There was a negligible rise in unemployment in the last quarter. 

3 We have ample proof that the stolen money is being held in an off-shore account. 

4 There is a marked difference between urban and rural areas in terms of job losses. 

5 There was a modest increase in exam pass rates last year. 

Emphasis and understatement 79 



Unit 19 

Exam practice: Writing Task 1 

Using adjectives and adverbs of quantity and degree complete the report below. 

The graph below shows the number of hours per day on average that children spent watching 
television. The graph covers the period between 1950 and 2010. 

Summarize the information by selecting and reporting the main features, and make comparisons 

where relevant. 

Write at least 150 words. 

Children's Television Viewing 
Hours/day 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 

A model answer is provided in the Answer key on page J 10. 
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20 Revision 2 

Reviewing vocabulary from Units 11-19 

Practice exercises 

1 Write an appropriate word in each blank space of the Writing Task 1 introduction based on 
the figure below. Then complete the report in your own words. 

Thousands 

6 

5 

4 

3 

Gym Membership 

2 ,' 

,,- ...... . , 

1 
_, 

' 
' 
' ' '"'-women 

men 

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 

The line (1} _____ shows male and female gym membership over a thirty-year
period. The (21 axis represents the number of members in units of 1,000. The 
(3) axis represents the period from 1980 to 2010. 

A model answer is provided in the Answer key on page 1 10. 
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Track 12 

Examiner: 

Candidate: 

Examiner: 

Candidate: 

Examiner: 

Candidate: 

Examiner: 

Candidate: 

Track 13 

What do you enjoy doing when you're not working or studying? 

Well, ... I've been involved in amateur dramatics for quite a while now. I started 

out as an actor, taking small parts, but now I'm directing a play. It's a comedy 

about university life - written by the students. 

Tell me more about what that involves. 

Basically, I'm responsible for directing what happens on stage. I have to tell 

the actors what to do. I have to make sure the sets are all right - and the 
lighting, things like that. 

How did you first get started? 

I wasn't interested in theatre at all, or acting - I was quite a shy person. 
But my room-mate had a small part in a play and I used to go along to their 

rehearsals. One day he was ill and I stood in for him. I loved it. 

What else do you enjoy doing in your spare time? 

Er ... I quite like listening to music. When I'm free in the evening, I like to go 

out and see local bands. I'm hoping that someday I'll see a band that becomes 

really famous. 

What do you enjoy doing when you're not working or studying? 

Tell me more about what that involves. 
How did you first get started? 

What else do you enjoy doing in your spare time? 
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Unit 20 Revision 2 

Government cuts to public spending triggered a second economic downturn. 

Many environmentalists believe that the offshore oil industry has resulted in significant 
damage to marine life. 

- Interestingly, the Second World War contributed to the expansion of female employment. in
particular, the increase in numbers of women doing jobs typically reserved for men.

A number of commentators have said that the recent public disorder stems from the high
rates of youth unemployment.

Some people even believe that your genes determine whether or not you succeed in life.

The return of wolves to southern regions of Europe has provoked fear and anger among many
farmers.

There is evidence that some skin conditions can result from excessive cleanliness.

t r.Jt.:i· 36 

My uncle turns 65 next year, at which point he'll presumably retire. 

Do I think nurses should be better paid? Absolutely! 

My employers have provisionally agreed to give me time off to complete my 
studies. 

Supposedly, Jim wrote the essay himself, but it looks to me like he had a bit of 
help. 

Ideally, I'd like to buy a flat of my own, but unfortunately, it looks like I'll have to 
rent for a few more years. 

Inevitably, the new supermarket is going to bring more cars into the area. 

I'd like to stay in Japan indefinitely, but I'm not sure that's going to be possible. 
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Answer key 

1 People and relationships 3 
verb 

.. ). 

noun 
f l �· adjective 

Practice exercises 

1 Circle: parent, sibling, spouse 
Underline: client, colleague, employer 

2 1·d 2f 3c 

3 1 efficient 2 flexible 4 idealistic 

41c 2d 3a 4b 5e 6c 

5 1 siblings 2 care, attention 3 differences 
4 effectively, others 5 make, decisions 6 normal 

Exam practice 

1C 28 3A 4C 58 

2 Health 

Practice exercises 

1 Circle: heart disease, allergies, 

obesity, stroke, addiction 
Underline: infection, dehydration 

3 1 health conditions, diseases 2 addiction 
3 infectious agents 4 immunizing 

4 1 admit 2 examine 3 diagnose 4 treat 
5 discharge 

51e 2c 3b4a5d 

Exam practice 

1 True 2 Not given 3 True 4 True 5 burden 
6 is diagnosed 7 who took part 

3 Education 

Practice exercises 

1 1 archaeology - b 
2 astronomy - g 
3 economics - d 

4 geology- e 
5 linguistics - f 

6 psychology - a 
7 sociology - c 

2 1 astronomer 2 psychology 3 Linguistics 
4 economists 5 geology 6 sociology 

7 archaeologists 
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claim claim X 

define definition X 

evaluate evaluation evaluative 

investigate investigation investigative 

X evidence evident 

hypothesize hypothesis hypothetical 

theorize theory theoretical 

4 1 define 2 evaluative 3 investigate 
4 evident 5 hypothesis 6 theoretical 

5 1 evaluate 2 hypothesis 3 evidence 
4 investigation 5 definition 

Exam practice 

1 claim 2 evaluate 3 define 4 Linguists 
5 analyses 6 Archaeologists 7 investigate 

8 geology 9 astronomers 10 evidence 

4 Adventure 

Practice exercises 

1 1 c 2f 3a 4b 5d 6e 

2 

3 

venture seek accompany reschedule 
encounter overcome 

1 a look for 5 a journey 
1 b seek 5 b itinerary 

2 a dreary 6 a profound 
2 b dull 6 b intense 

3 a destination 7 a significant 
3 b goal 7 b pivotal 

4 a encounter 8 a valuable 
4 b meet 8 b priceless 

1 itinerary 2 seek 3 journey 4 encounter 
5 dreary 6 pivotal 7 meet 8 profound 

Exam practice 

1 exploring 2 intense 3 journey 4 challenge 
5 overcome 6 valuable 7 priceless 



evaluate 

evaluate a situation/impact/risk 
evaluate the effectiveness of something 

evaluate the performance of someone 

carefully evaluate something 

investigate 
investigate a link/case/incident/complaint/ 

allegation 
thoroughly/fully/properly investigate 

Nouns associated with research: 
evidence 
evidence of/for something 

find/gather/collect evidence 

present/produce evidence 

evidence suggests/shows 
clear/strong/conclusive evidence 

hypothesis 
test/support/confirm/propose a hypothesis 

a null/testable/alternative hypothesis 

theory 

a theory of something 

the theory of evolution/relativity 
develop/propose/formulate/test/ 

prove/apply a theory 

a scientific/an evolutionary theory 

Unit 4 

Verbs associated with travel and 

adventure: 
accompany 

accompanied by someone 

accompanied by a bodyguard/adult/escort 
accompany a text/illustration/article 

delay 
delay the onset/start of something 

encounter 
encounter resistance/opposition 
encounter a difficulty/problem 

overcome 

overcome a problem/difficulty/ 
injury/deficit/obstacle 

seek 

seek something from someone 

be sought for something 

Units 3-4 

seek help/advice/refuge/treatment 
seek approvaVpermission/compensation 
actively/eagerly/urgently/desperately/ 

unsuccessfully seek 

Nouns associated with travel 

and adventure: 
challenge 

present/pose/accept/face/meet a challenge 

a serious/reaVmajor/great challenge 

a legal challenge 

destination 
a tourist/holiday/traveVpopular/ 

favourite destination 

a finaVultimate destination 

route 
a route to/from somewhere 

take/follow/choose/travel a route 

a main/direct/circuitous/alternative/ 
scenic route 

a trade/escape/supply/bus route 

a route map/network 

Adjectives to describe experiences: 
intense 
intense heat/pain/pressure/scrutiny/ 

fighting 
intense debate/speculation/negotiations 
intense competition/rivalry 

pivotal 
pivotal in something 

a pivotal role/moment/figure/point/ 
position 

potentially/absolutely pivotal 

prove/become pivotal 

profound 

a profound sense of something 

a profound change/impact/effect/ 
influence/implication 

profound shock/sadness 

valuable 
extremely/less/very valuable 

prove/become valuable 

a valuable asset/lesson/resource/ 
experience 

a valuable contribution/item 
valuable property/information/advice 
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Unit 5 

Nouns to describe dimensions: 
angle 
a 90-degree/45-degree/acute angle 

circumference 
the circumference of something 

in circumference 

measure the circumference 

diameter 
a diameter of x cm 

x cm in diameter 

height 
a height of x 

have/reach a height of x 

of medium/normaUaverage height 

the maximum/minimum height 

the average height 

length 
the length of something 

something stretches/extends the length of 

something 

have a length of x 

measure/run/walk/travel the length of 

something 

the entire/fulUwhole/totaUoverall 
length of something 

radius 

a radius of/around something 

in/within a radius of something 

a 50-mile/ten-mile/1 km radius 

a radius of x 

the radius of a circle 

volume 

the volume of traffic/shares/data 
export/sales/traffic volume 

the average/totaUestimated volume 

the sheer/huge/high volume 

increase/reduce volume 

width 
the width of something 

an amount in width 

a width of x feet/inches/metres/miles 

adjust/vary/decrease/increase/extend 

the width 
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the fulUoverall/approximate/ 

minimum/maximum width 

Actions: 
adjust 
adjust to something 

adjusted for something 

adjust figures/rates 

adjust something to reflect/fit something 

seasonally/periodically/automatically/ 

manually adjusted 

convey 
convey a sense/impression of something 

convey the meaning of something 

convey something vividly/powerfully/accurately 
convey information/emotion 

convey a message 

launch 
launch a product/modeUbrand/book/magazine/car 

the launch of something 

a product/book launch 

an official launch 

announce/delay/postpone a launch 

reinforce 
reinforce a perception/view/impression/belief 

mutually/powerfully/constantly/ 

further reinforce something 

reinforce a notion/message/stereotype 
powerfully/further reinforce something 

secure 
secure a victory/conviction/place/win/deal 
secure the approvaUsupport/backing of someone 

secure funding/peace 

suspend 
suspend something until a time 

immediately/temporarily/indefinitely 

suspend something 

suspended from a ceiling/rafter/hook 

suspended by wire/rope 

Unit 6 

Nouns associated with human 
geography 
commuter 
a commuter train/plane/bus 
a commuter town/belt 



This table contains the general descriptors for the band scores 1-9: 

llffllfflll 
-

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

Expert user 

Very good user 

Good user 

Competent user 

Modest user 

Limited user 

Has fully operational command of the language: appropriate, accurate and fluent 

with complete understanding. 

Has fully operational command of the language. with only occasional unsystematic 

inaccuracies and inappropriacies. Misunderstandings may occur in unfamiliar 
situations. Handles complex detailed argumentation well. 

Has operational command of the language, though with occasional inaccuracies. 
inappropriacies and misunderstandings in some situations. Generally handles 
complex language well and understands detailed reasoning. 

Has generally effective command of the language despite some inaccuracies. 

inappropriacies and misunderstandings. Can use and understand fairly complex 

language. particularly in familiar situations. 

Has partial command of the language. coping with overall meaning in most 
situations. though is likely to make many mistakes. Should be able to handle basic 

communication in own field. 

Basic competence 1s limited to familiar situations . Has frequent problems in 
understanding and expression. Is not able to use complex language. 

3 Extremely limited 

user 

Conveys and understands only general meaning in very familiar situations. Frequent 

breakdowns in communication occur. 

2 Intermittent user No real communication is possible except for the most basic information using 

isolated words or short formulae in familiar situations and to meet immediate 

needs. Has great difficulty understanding spoken and written English. 

1 

0 

Non user 

Did not attempt 
the test 

Essentially has no ability to use the language beyond possibly a few isolated words. 

No assessable information provided. 

Marking 
The Listening and Reading papers have 40 items, each worth one mark if correctly answered. Here are some 
examples of how marks are translated into band scores: 

Listening: 

Reading 

16 out of 40 correct answers: 
23 out of 40 correct answers: 
30 out of 40 correct answers: 

15 out of 40 correct answers: 
23 out of 40 correct answers: 
30 out of 40 correct answers: 

band score 5 
band score 6 
band score 7 

band score 5 
band score 6 
band score 7 

Writing and Speaking are marked according to performance descriptors. 
Writing: examiners award a band score for each of four areas with equal weighting: 

• Task achievement !Task 1 I
• Task response !Task 21
• Coherence and cohesion
• Lexical resource and grammatical range and accuracy

Speaking: examiners award a band score for each of four areas with equal weighting: 

• Fluency and coherence
• Lexical resource
• Grammatical range
• Accuracy and pronunciation

For full details of how the examination is scored and marked, go to: www.ielts.org 
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